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Over time, leg prostheses have improved in design, but have been incapable of actively adapting to differ-
ent walking velocities in a manner comparable to a biological limb. People with a leg amputation using
such commercially available passive-elastic prostheses require significantly more metabolic energy to
walk at the same velocities, prefer to walk slower and have abnormal biomechanics compared with
non-amputees. A bionic prosthesis has been developed that emulates the function of a biological ankle
during level-ground walking, specifically providing the net positive work required for a range of walking
velocities. We compared metabolic energy costs, preferred velocities and biomechanical patterns of seven
people with a unilateral transtibial amputation using the bionic prosthesis and using their own passive-
elastic prosthesis to those of seven non-amputees during level-ground walking. Compared with using a
passive-elastic prosthesis, using the bionic prosthesis decreased metabolic cost by 8 per cent, increased
trailing prosthetic leg mechanical work by 57 per cent and decreased the leading biological leg mechanical
work by 10 per cent, on average, across walking velocities of 0.75–1.75 m s21 and increased preferred
walking velocity by 23 per cent. Using the bionic prosthesis resulted in metabolic energy costs, preferred
walking velocities and biomechanical patterns that were not significantly different from people without
an amputation.
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1. INTRODUCTION
A biological leg must support body weight and accelerate
body mass to facilitate normative walking [1–3]. During a
single stride, the net mechanical work done on the body’s
centre of mass is nearly zero, but the leg muscles perform
both negative and positive work on the centre of mass [4]
to enable forward walking at a steady velocity. The bio-
logical calf muscles generate nearly 80 per cent of the
mechanical work required to complete each gait cycle
[5,6] and typically perform greater positive than negative
work during each stance period of level-ground walking
[5,7,8]. The magnitude of net positive work per step per-
formed at the ankle joint increases with walking velocity
[5,7,8]. By contrast, commercially available passive-elas-
tic prostheses, which comprise carbon fibre springs, can
only store and release elastic strain energy while in contact
with the walking surface, but cannot generate net positive
work. These passive-elastic prostheses release less than
one-half of the mechanical energy, and less than one-
eighth of the mechanical power normally generated
from the soleus and gastrocnemius [9–11]—calf muscles
primarily responsible for propulsion and ankle extension
during walking.

While using commercially available passive-elastic
prostheses, people with a leg amputation (PWA) require
10–30% more metabolic energy to walk at the same
velocities as non-amputees [12–14]. This metabolic

discrepancy becomes more pronounced at faster walking
velocities [12–15]. A greater metabolic energy demand
implies that PWA tire more readily, and select slower pre-
ferred walking velocities compared with non-amputees
[12]. The elevatedmetabolic demand and slower preferred
velocities of PWA are probably explained by the inability of
passive-elastic prostheses to provide the net positive work
normally done by calf muscles during the push-off phase
of walking [9,10]. Previous analytical studies of walking
have shown that the application of a push-off force by the
trailing leg just prior to the leading leg heel-strike is the
most efficient method of replacing the large energy losses
that occur during the step-to-step transition [3,16].

A critical objective in the field of prosthetic leg design is
to advance an ankle–foot prosthesis capable of emulating
the dynamics of the biological ankle. Some recent research
has led to the development of quasi-passive ankle–foot
prostheses that use active damping or spring-clutch mech-
anisms to automatically adjust prosthetic ankle angle for
distinct ground surfaces [17–20], or to allow improved
metabolic walking economy [21]. These quasi-passive
devices do not include an actuator that can actively plan-
tar-flex the prosthetic ankle during the terminal stance
phase, so no net work is performed during a step, as is
not the case with the biological ankle during walking
[8,22–24]. The first powered ankle–foot prosthesis
capable of performing net positive work was built by
Klute et al. [25] in 1998. This device employed pneumatic
actuation with off-board power. In 2007, Versluys et al.
[26] also designed a powered ankle–foot prosthesis with* Author for correspondence (alenag@mit.edu).
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pneumatic actuation and off-board power. The design and
development of energetically autonomous powered sys-
tems has been the focus of more recent work [27–34]. In
this article, we further develop and clinically analyse the
autonomous ankle–foot prosthetic designs described
earlier [27–33,35–37].

An autonomous powered prosthesis capable of using
elastic energy, performing net positive work and generating
a push-off force could greatly improve the walking
performance of PWA [8,38]. We hypothesized that if
biologically equivalent mechanics were supplied by a pros-
thetic ankle joint, PWA would achieve metabolic energy
costs, preferred walking velocities and biomechanics not
significantly different from those of non-amputees.

2. MATERIAL AND METHODS
(a) Bionic prosthesis

A bionic ankle foot prosthesis (figure 1a) has been designed

with both passive and active components that facilitate the gen

eration of net positive work at the prosthetic ankle joint during

the stance phase of walking [32,36,37]. This powered pros

thesis performs negative and positive work by employing a

series elastic actuator, comprising a brushless motor and

ball screw transmission in series with a carbon composite leaf

spring (figure 1b,c). The motor’s rotary motion is converted

into linear motion through the ball screw transmission. The

in series leaf spring improves motor efficiency by storing and

returning some of the energy delivered by themotor. In parallel

with the series elastic actuator is a unidirectional leaf spring

that stores energy for prosthetic ankle angles of less than 908
and becomes unattached at angles of greater than 908. A

carbon composite foot at the base of the prosthesis provides

additional compliance in the heel and forefoot. The mass of

the prosthesis is 2 kg, designed to emulate the mass of a bio

logical foot and partial shank of an 80 kg person [39]. The

overall configuration is autonomous; all the electronics and a

Lithium Polymer battery that provides energy to the motor

are housed within the prosthesis. Further details on the hard

ware and software designs of the powered prosthesis can be

found in [32,36,37].

The wireless communication system for the bionic pros

thesis allows for ankle stiffness and power delivery to be

adjusted in real time while a person with an amputation is

walking using the prosthesis. The magnitude and timing of

power delivery are measured directly from sensors within

the prosthesis and then adjusted to match the performance

of a biological ankle. The sensors include motor shaft and

ankle joint output encoders, and a 6 d.f. inertial measure

ment unit comprising three accelerometers and three rate

gyroscopes. Similar to biological muscle reflex responses

that use afferent feedback to modulate muscle force [41],

the bionic prosthesis is capable of positive force feedback (for

details of the control scheme, see [36,37]); an increase in the

sensed prosthetic ankle joint torque triggers an increase in

the torque generated by the actuator during mid to late

stance phase, resulting in an increase in net positive ankle

work production as walking velocity increases.
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Figure 1. Bionic ankle foot prosthesis. (a) The bionic prosthesis attaches to the socket via a pylon and has a mass of 2 kg,
equivalent to the biological foot and partial shank of an 80 kg person [39]. (b) The prosthesis includes an actuator in series
with a carbon fibre leaf spring, in parallel with a unidirectional leaf spring, and heel and forefoot leaf springs that provide elas
ticity. (c) A series elastic actuator performs negative and positive work. The actuator comprises a 200 W DC brushless motor
(Maxon EC Powermax 30) and ball screw transmission (Nook 14 ! 3 mm) in series with a carbon composite leaf spring. A
0.22 kg Lithium polymer rechargeable battery provides energy to the motor. The prosthesis is 67% efficient; approximately
30 J of electrical energy produce 20 J of net positive work during the stance period of walking, the typical energy requirement
for an 80 kg person walking at 1.75 m s 1 [35]. A charged battery produces 4000 5000 steps, sufficient to walk 4 5 km at
1.75 m s 1 and exceeding the 3060+1890 steps per day typically walked by an active PWA [40].
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(b) Subjects

We tested the effects of using the bionic prosthesis by

analysing the metabolic energy requirements, preferred

walking velocities and biomechanical patterns of seven

healthy adult males with a unilateral transtibial amputation

and seven age , height and weight matched non amputees

across walking velocities of 0.75 1.75 m s 1. All participants

gave informed written consent prior to participation accord

ing to the Department of Veterans Affairs Research Service

Institutional Review Board. Participants with an amputation

were at least 2 years post amputation, had an amputation

owing to trauma, were at or above a K3 level of ambulation

and had no known cardiovascular, pulmonary or neurologi

cal disease or disorder, and no additional musculoskeletal

problems (table 1). A K3 level of ambulation, as defined by

Medicare, requires that a person has the ability or potential

for ambulation with variable cadence, has the ability to tra

verse most environmental barriers and may have vocational,

therapeutic or exercise activity that demands prosthetic use

beyond simple locomotion [42]. Prior to participation,

PWA were evaluated by a certified prosthetist who quantified

and confirmed the level of amputation and disability. All

participants with an amputation used a commercially avail

able passive elastic prosthesis to walk during their normal

daily activities.

PWA completed two experimental sessions; one using the

bionic prosthesis and one using their own passive elastic

prosthesis. Non amputee participants completed one exper

imental session. All data were collected at the Gait and

Motion Analysis Laboratory of the Providence, RI VA

Medical Center, Center for Restorative and Regenerative

Medicine. Before experimental sessions with the bionic pros

thesis, PWA completed a fitting and acclimation session of at

least 2 h. During this session, a certified prosthetist ensured

that the bionic prosthesis was properly fitted and aligned.

Then, we adjusted the stiffness, damping and power delivery

of the bionic prosthesis so that the prosthetic ankle angle at

toe off and the net positive mechanical work matched the

average biological ankle data [22,23] within 2 s.d. of the

mean (figure 2a,b). Prosthetic ankle torque and angle were

measured directly from sensors within the bionic prosthesis

during the stance phase of walking, and ankle joint work

was calculated from the integral of ankle torque with respect

to angle (figure 2c). All values were saved and subsequently

implemented during experimental sessions.

(c) Metabolic cost of transport and preferred velocity

We measured and compared gross rates of oxygen consump

tion and carbon dioxide production using a portable

metabolic analysis system (Cosmed K4b2, IT) while partici

pants walked at five constant velocities (0.75, 1.00, 1.25,

1.50 and 1.75 m s 1) on a level treadmill (Sole Fitness F85).

The velocity trial order was randomized and participants had

at least 2 min rest between trials. We calculated average

steady state metabolic power in Watts (W) from 4 6 min of

each trial using a standard equation [43]. Then, we divided

the metabolic power by each participant’s weight and velocity

to calculate the metabolic cost of transport (J Nm 1). Follow

ing metabolic measurements, we determined preferred

walking velocity by incrementally increasing and decreasing

the treadmill velocity until each participant ascertained the

velocity that they felt most comfortable.

(d) Step-to-step transition work

We calculated step to step transition work, the work done by

each individual leg on the centre of mass during transitions,

using the individual limbs method described by Donelan

et al. [44]. To estimate the timewhen the step to step transition

occurred, we used the double support phase of walking, when

both feet are in contact with the ground. We calculated step

to step transition work from the time integral of external

mechanical power during double support. We determined

external mechanical power from the dot product of each leg’s

resultant ground reaction force and the instantaneous centre

ofmass velocity.We calculated each leg’s resultant ground reac

tion force from the vector sum of the vertical (Fz), horizontal

(Fy) and lateral (Fx) ground reaction forces acting on each

leg. Individual leg ground reaction forces were measured at

1000 Hz as participants walked at 0.75, 1.00, 1.25, 1.50 and

1.75 m s 1 across two separate force platforms (Advanced

Medical Technology Incorporated, Watertown, MA, USA)

embedded in a 10 m level walkway. We measured forward vel

ocity from a reflective marker placed over the 7th cervical

vertebrae using a motion analysis system (Qualysis, Gothen

burg, Sweden) sampled at 200 Hz. Only trials that were

within 0.05 m s 1 of the given velocity were analysed.

Ground reaction force data were filtered with a fourth order

zero lag Butterworth 60 Hz low pass digital filter (MATLAB,

Mathworks, Natick, MA, USA). Centre of mass velocities

(vcom) were obtained by calculating the time integral of the

Table 1. Anthropometric characteristics. (Individual and average (s.d.) anthropometric characteristics from PWA with their own
commercially available passive elastic prosthesis, and average (s.d.) anthropometric characteristics from matched non amputees.)

participant
age
(years) height (m) mass (kg)

leg length
(m)

years since
amputation prosthesis

1 37 1.89 90.0 1.02 17 Ossur Flex Foot, VSP
2 45 1.74 92.7 0.93 19 College Park, Venture
3 50 1.74 90.7 0.92 39 Freedom Innov. Renegade
4 50 1.80 106.7 0.98 31 Ossur Flex Foot, Re Flex VSP
5 60 1.84 91.0 1.04 7 Freedom Innov. Silhouette
6 39 1.94 111.0 1.02 20 Ossur Flex Foot, Vari Flex EVO
7 42 1.82 112.7 1.00 20 Otto Bock, Axtion

participant
average (s.d.)

46 (8) 1.82 (0.07) 99.5 (10.2) 0.99 (0.05) 21.9 (10.3)

non amputee
average (s.d.)

49 (9) 1.86 (0.06) 97.5 (12.1) 1.01 (0.04)
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centre ofmass accelerations using the following equations [45]:

vz com "
!
Fz;trail # Fz;lead mg

m
dt;

vy com "
!
Fy;trail # Fy;lead

m
dt;

and vx com "
!
Fx;trail # Fx;lead

m
dt;

where ‘trail’ indicates the trailing leg, ‘lead’ indicates the

leading leg, m the body mass and g the acceleration due to

gravity ( 9.81 m s 2). Integration constants for vertical

(vz) and lateral (vx) velocities were determined by assuming

that the average vcom over a stride equalled zero. The inte

gration constant for horizontal velocity (vy) was determined

by assuming that the average vcom over a stride equalled for

ward walking velocity. To isolate the period of double

support, we determined the time period when the vertical

ground reaction force for both legs exceeded 5 N. We calcu

lated step to step transition work during double support,

divided by each participant’s mass in kilograms and averaged

three steps per subject at each velocity. We were primarily

interested in understanding how net positive ankle work

from the bionic prosthesis, specifically the power delivered

during late stance phase, affected the overall mechanical

work done on the centre of mass, so we have analysed and

presented data where the trailing leg is always the leg using

a prosthesis and the leading leg is always the biological leg

for PWA.

(e) Statistics

We used one way ANOVAs to compare between PWA and

non amputee participants, and used repeated measures

ANOVAs to compare results between prosthetic feet. Signifi

cant differences were further analysed with a Tukey HSD

follow up procedure, where significant differences were

detected as p, 0.05. We performed follow up statistical

power analyses on our data with n ! 7 for metabolic cost of

transport and step to step transition work [46]. At the vel

ocities measured, we calculated an average statistical power

of 0.96 to detect a 15 per cent difference and of 0.74 to

detect a 10 per cent difference in the metabolic cost of trans

port. We also calculated an average statistical power of 0.84

to detect a 15 per cent difference and of 0.58 to detect a 10

per cent difference in the trailing leg step to step transition

work. Thus, we believe we had adequate statistical power to

conclude that PWA using the bionic prosthesis had equivalent

metabolic demands and trailing leg step to step transition

work compared with non amputees.

3. RESULTS
PWA using the bionic prosthesis during walking normalized
metabolic energy costs compared with non-amputees. At
0.75, 1.0, 1.25, 1.5 and 1.75 m s 1, the metabolic costs of
transport were 0.47, 0.39, 0.36, 0.39 and 0.42 J Nm 1,
respectively, for PWA using the bionic prosthesis, and
0.48, 0.38, 0.35, 0.37 and 0.38 J Nm 1, respectively, for
non-amputees. Compared with using the bionic prosthesis,
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Figure 2. Ankle angle, work and torque versus angle across walking velocities. (a) Average ankle angle at toe off and (b) ankle
work per step during the stance phase of walking for PWA using the powered prosthesis (blue diamonds) were within 2 s.d. of
the mean data for non amputees (green dashed lines). Non amputee toe off data are extrapolated from Winter [22] and ankle
work data are from Palmer [23]. The foot segment is perpendicular to the shank segment at an ankle angle of zero (inset in (a)).
Error bars indicate s.e.m. Grey shaded areas represent +1 s.d. of the non amputee average. (c) The prosthetic ankle joint
torque versus angle for a representative participant with an amputation using the bionic prosthesis illustrates the positive
work (grey shaded areas within the traces) provided by the prosthesis. 1, heel strike; 2, foot flat; 3, maximum dorsiflexion;
4, toe off. (i) 0.75m s 1; (ii) 1.00m s 1; (iii) 1.25m s 1; (iv) 1.50m s 1; (v) 1.75m s 1.
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the metabolic costs of transport for PWA using a passive-
elastic prosthesis were not significantly different at
0.75 m s 1, butwere 8.9, 10.6, 9.9 and12.1per cent greater
(p, 0.01) at 1.0, 1.25, 1.5 and 1.75 m s 1, respectively
(figure 3a). When PWA walked at a freely chosen velocity
while using the bionic prosthesis they preferred to walk
1.4 m s 1, equivalent to the preferred velocity of non-ampu-
tees (figure 3b). Compared with using their own passive-
elastic prosthesis, PWAusing the bionic prosthesis preferred
to walk at a 23 per cent faster velocity.

Appropriate delivery of positive prosthetic ankle work
prior to and during step-to-step transitions was presum-
ably the reason underlying improvements in the
metabolic costs and preferred walking velocities of PWA
using the bionic prosthesis. The bionic prosthesis pro-
vided high peak ankle power at the end of the single
support phase to facilitate forward propulsion, and the
redirection and acceleration of the body’s centre of mass
[3,44]. We quantified the effects of positive prosthetic
ankle power on the overall biomechanics of the body by
calculating step-to-step transition work [44] during
double-support. Previous studies have established that
step-to-step transition work exacts a proportional meta-
bolic cost [3,44] and is a major determinant of the
metabolic cost of walking [1,2]. We found that the posi-
tive work done by the trailing leg, the push-off work,
was not different between the legs of PWA using the
bionic prosthesis and the legs of non-amputees across
velocities of 0.75–1.5 m s 1 (figure 4). At 0.75, 1.0,
1.25, 1.5 and 1.75 m s 1, trailing leg work was 0.16,
0.19, 0.20, 0.24 and 0.22 J kg 1, respectively, for PWA
using the bionic prosthesis and was 0.17, 0.18, 0.20,
0.24 and 0.26 J kg 1, respectively, for non-amputees.
PWA using the bionic prosthesis generated significantly
greater push-off work in their prosthetic trailing leg com-
pared with that when using a passive-elastic prosthetic

foot (figure 4a). Compared with using the bionic prosthe-
sis, trailing leg work for PWA using a passive-elastic
prosthesis was 26.7, 35.9, 38.2, 45.3 and 31.6 per cent
less (p, 0.006) at 0.75, 1.0, 1.25, 1.5 and 1.75 m s 1,
respectively (figure 4a). We also found that the negative
work done by the leading leg, the collision work, was not
different between PWA using the bionic prosthesis and
non-amputees (figure 4). At 0.75, 1.0, 1.25, 1.5 and
1.75 m s 1, the leading leg work was 0.05, 0.06,
0.14, 0.20 and 0.28 J kg 1, respectively, for PWA

using the bionic prosthesis and was 0.02, 0.04,
0.12, 0.19 and 0.24 J kg 1, respectively, for non-

amputees. By contrast, the collision work done by the
leading biological leg of PWA using a passive-elastic pros-
thesis was significantly greater compared with that using
the bionic prosthesis and to non-amputees at walking
velocities of 1.0–1.5 m s 1. Compared with using the
bionic prosthesis, leading leg work for PWA using a pas-
sive-elastic prosthesis was 41.1, 26.8 and 22.6 per cent
greater (p, 0.05) at 1.0, 1.25 and 1.5 m s 1, respectively.

4. DISCUSSION
Commercially available passive-elastic prostheses store and
return elastic strain energy while in contact with the ground
during walking, but they cannot provide net positive ankle
work, work that is necessary for efficient transition from
step-to-step during walking. The bionic ankle generates
net positive work by using a battery rather than metabolic
energy. Thus, PWA using the bionic prosthesis experienced
normative ankle mechanics and push-off work in their
trailing leg (figure 4), yet did not incur the full metabolic
penalty associated with producing that work. Also, PWA
using the bionic prosthesis preferred to walk at the same
velocity as non-amputees, suggesting that use of the
bionic prosthesis improved functional ability [12,47].
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Figure 3. Gross metabolic cost of transport and preferred walking velocity. (a) PWA using the bionic prosthesis (blue dia
monds) had nearly the same average metabolic cost of transport (COT) as non amputees (green squares) (p. 0.50 for
0.75 1.50 m s 1; p ! 0.17 for 1.75 m s 1). Cost of transport is the metabolic energy needed to transport unit weight a unit
distance, equal to (metabolic demand)/(body weight ! distance travelled). PWA using a passive elastic prosthesis (red circles)
had 11 25% greater cost of transport (p, 0.05) at 1.00 1.75 m s 1 compared with non amputees. (b) Average preferred
walking velocities of PWA using the bionic prosthesis (blue bar) and non amputees (green bar) were equivalent (p ! 0.97).
PWA using a passive elastic prosthesis (red bar) preferred to walk significantly slower (p ! 0.008). Values within bars indicate
averages (s.e.m.). Asterisks (*) indicate significant differences between PWA using the bionic prosthesis compared with using a
passive elastic prosthesis. Error bars indicate s.e.m. Second order polynomial curve equations in (a) are, non amputee: COT !
0.303v2 0.846v # 0.934, r2 ! 0.49; bionic prothesis: COT ! 0.308v2 0.808v # 0.895, r2 ! 0.39; and passive elastic prosthesis:
COT ! 0.295v2 0.750v # 0.295, r2 ! 0.52. COT is calculated in Joules per Newton body weight per metre. v is velocity in
metres per second.
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Although use of the battery powered prosthesis normal-
ized metabolic cost in PWA compared with non-amputees,
it did not augment metabolic cost below normative levels
(figure 3a). We estimated the metabolic contribution
made by the motor assuming that the mechanical work
done by the motor could replace the mechanical work
done by themuscles. For example, the bionic prosthesis per-
forms an average of 23.86 J of net positive work during the
stance period of level walking at 1.75 m s 1. Assuming
muscle has 25 per cent efficiency to perform positive work
[4], 23.86 J of positive mechanical work would account for
an estimated 95.44 Jofmetabolic energy, roughlyequivalent
toametabolic cost of transport of 0.056 (normalized toaver-
age body weight of participants with an amputation and
while walking 1.75 m s 1). PWA using a passive-elastic
prosthesis had a metabolic cost of transport of 0.468 and
decreased metabolic cost of transport by 0.051 when using
the bionic prosthesis, only 0.005 less than the cost estimated
from the work done by the motor.

Factors that could contribute to metabolic normaliza-
tion but not augmentation in PWA using the bionic

prosthesis may include limited energy transfer between
the bionic prosthesis and the proximal leg owing to the
lack of a rigid interface connecting the residual limb to
the socket, the lack of a working gastrocnemius muscle
in the residual limb of PWA, and compromised walking
stability. The residual limb is connected to the socket
using friction and suction from a sleeve surrounding the
skin’s surface, but there can be considerable movement
between the limb and the socket, which would decrease
the energy transferred from the bionic prosthesis to the
proximal leg. The bi-articular gastrocnemius spans the
ankle and knee joints in the biological leg, allows energy
to be transferred between the ankle and knee [48,49],
and contributes to whole-body angular momentum
[50]. Without effective energy transfer between the pros-
thetic ankle and biological knee joint, additional proximal
muscles are probably recruited to compensate, which
would incur metabolic penalties for PWA. Finally, PWA
may have compromised stability compared with non-
amputees when walking on a treadmill, which may
increase metabolic demands. Future bionic devices that
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step attributed to the bionic prosthesis (white stripes overlaid on trailing leg blue bars) comprised approximately 87% of the
overall trailing leg work done on the centre of mass across all velocities. At 1.75 m s 1, the ankle work performed by the
bionic prosthesis was greater than the trailing leg step to step transition work, implying that ankle work was dissipated at
the knee and/or hip joints. PWA using a passive elastic prosthesis (red bars) generated significantly less trailing leg work and
experienced greater leading leg collision work compared with using the bionic prosthesis and to non amputees. The hash
sign (#) indicates a significant difference between PWA using the bionic prosthesis and non amputees, asterisks (*) indicate
significant differences between PWA using the bionic prosthesis compared with using a passive elastic prosthesis, and carets
(^) indicate significant differences between non amputees and PWA using a passive elastic prosthesis (p , 0.05). Error bars
indicate s.e.m. (b) Step to step transition work equals the time integral of mechanical power (Watts with respect seconds).
Mechanical power is the dot product of each leg’s ground reaction force (Ftrail and Flead) and the instantaneous centre of
mass velocity (vcom) [44].
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solve issues of attachment, effective energy transfer and
stability could further improve metabolic costs, poten-
tially allowing PWA to walk with less metabolic energy
than people with biological limbs.

We found that with adequate power provided by a bionic
prosthetic ankle, high-functioning PWA achieved norma-
tive metabolic energy costs, preferred walking velocities
and mechanical work compared with non-amputees.
Never before has a lower limb prosthetic device been able
to emulate biological function in this manner.
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